Guideline for Qualifying Examination

According to meeting 10/2016 that committees agreed to adjust Qualifying Examination’s criteria to be focused on specific research gap, students will be required to review more literature. Thus, committees agreed to adjust Qualifying Examination’s criteria as following details.

1. **The major environmental problems facing humanity. (20 scores)**
2. A research gap or/and research trend on a topic which related to thesis from literatures selected by a student’s major advisor (a student has to submit the Qualify Examination and Committee (GR.35) from together with the most 5 relevant papers to qualifying examination committee). (50 scores)
3. **How to make use of the research gap (above) to develop student’s own research (20 scores)**
4. **Presentation**: students are required to submit a presentation (Power Point) to QE committees 1 week before examination date (10 scores).

However, the edited version of QE has to be submitted to program committees for consideration before proposing to the Driven Policy and Strategy Committees.